This study evaluated the risk for alcohol use disorders (AUDs) among first-degree relatives depending on whether a specific family member (proband) had an AUD history. For probands with AUD histories, we also evaluated whether certain clinical features were associated with higher rates of AUDs in family members as a means for identifying markers that signify a more familial form of AUD. The proband sample was recruited from high schools in Western Oregon communities at Age 16 and followed longitudinally until Age 30. Structured psychiatric histories of 2,414 first-degree relatives of 732 probands were ascertained when the proband was Age 24. For the full sample, a significant association was observed between proband AUD history and the density (proportion) of first-degree relatives with AUD histories. Univariate analyses indicated that several clinical features among probands with AUD histories were significantly associated with AUD family density. In multivariate analyses, proband AUD episode recurrence and anxiety disorder history features emerged as trend-level or statistically significant unique predictors of AUD family density. One of these features, AUD episode recurrence, demonstrated a significant association with AUD family density once other forms of psychopathology among first-degree relatives were controlled. No evidence of gender moderation of effects was observed. Findings overall indicate that the familial risk for AUDs is related to probands' AUD history status and clinical features they exhibit.
related impairment, and treatment seeking were each associated with an increased AUD risk among family members. Whereas studies with treatment samples have indicated that alcohol dependence is more strongly associated with the family aggregation of AUDs than alcohol abuse Nurnberger et al., 2004) , twin studies have been more equivocal as to whether alcohol dependence is more heritable than alcohol abuse (Kendler, Heath, Neale, Kessler, & Eaves, 1992; Kendler & Myers, 2012; Pickens et al., 1991; Prescott & Kendler, 1999) . Additional studies with treatment (Buydens-Branchey, Branchey, & Noumair, 1989; Volicer, Volicer, & D'Angelo, 1983) and twin (McGue, Pickens, & Svikis, 1992) samples have reported that an earlier AUD onset age and more alcohol-related problems were associated with a greater family liability for AUDs, although community-based (Milne et al., 2009 ) and other twin-based research (Kendler & Myers, 2012) failed to find significant associations between these variables. Other features of AUD episodes associated with greater familial risk in various nonrepresentative samples include an earlier age by which alcohol-related problems first become manifest (Kendler et al., 2016) , longer duration of AUD episodes and AUD episode recurrence (Kendler & Myers, 2012; Kendler et al., 2016) , and receiving treatment for alcohol use problems (Kendler & Myers, 2012) . Although not directly associated with AUDs, antisocial personality disorder (ASPD) features (e.g., Cloninger, Bohman, & Sigvardsson, 1981; Merikangas, Leckman, Prusoff, Pauls, & Weissman, 1985; Nurnberger et al., 2004) , other substance abuse histories (e.g., Cadoret, Troughton, O'Gorman, & Heywood, 1986; Kendler et al., 2016; Nurnberger et al., 2004) , and anxiety disorders (Merikangas et al., 1985; Nurnberger et al., 2004) have also been observed in various samples to aggregate among relatives when a family member has an AUD. These latter findings imply that a risk for a related set of disorders may be transmitted within families rather than a specific risk limited to AUDs.
Previous research on the family aggregation of AUDs, including studies that sought to identify clinical features associated with an increased familial risk, has been primarily limited by five factors: (a) the frequent use of nonrepresentative samples (i.e., clinic, referred, at-risk, twin, medical or forensic national registries) that, in turn, creates biases toward greater disorder severity or otherwise limits generalizability (Berkson, 1946; Low, Cui, & Merikangas, 2008; Munn-Chernoff et al., 2013; Røysamb & Tambs, 2016) ; (b) reliance on cross-sectional samples of probands rather than agebased cohorts followed longitudinally, which can be particularly problematic when evaluating clinical features related to etiology, onset, course, symptoms, and comorbidity given recall biases associated with retrospective reports (Haeny, Littlefield, & Sher, 2014; Moffitt et al., 2010) ; (c) the usual reliance on a single informant (often the proband) for ascertaining AUD diagnostic histories among first-degree relatives; (d) insufficient evaluations as to whether clinical features denoting family-based AUD risk are accounted for by other forms of family-based psychopathology and, consequently, nonspecific indicators of family-based AUD risk; and (e) questionable operational definitions of clinical features. As examples of this latter limitation, Milne (Milne et al., 2009 ) and Kendler (Kendler et al., 2016) defined "episode recurrence" as the diagnosis of AUD on two separate occasions without any demonstration of first-episode remission or recovery. "Recurrence" in these studies could reflect the persistence of an earlier episode rather than two discrete episodes. Similarly, several instances of recurrence in these studies may have been undetected because of the time gap between assessments or because additional episodes did not lead to registrations. Moreover, because Milne's evaluation of the life course of AUD was limited to four 12-month assessments spanning 14 years, the investigators resorted to inferring age at AUD onset for episodes occurring outside of their assessment windows from the age when mental health services were first used. This research mitigates these limitations in an investigation with four primary aims. First, based on data from a regionally representative community sample, we evaluated AUD risk in first-degree relatives with respect to proband AUD history. Consistent with findings from previous research, we expected significant familiality for AUDs among first-degree relatives of probands with AUD histories. Second, in a subsample restricted to probands with AUD histories, we sought to identify probands' clinical features that were associated with elevated rates of AUDs among first-degree relatives, including proband features specific to AUD episodes (e.g., early AUD episode onset, AUD episode recurrence) and broad-spectrum psychopathology not specific to AUD episodes (i.e., internalizing and other externalizing disorder histories). Third, we evaluated whether proband clinical features that were uniquely associated with AUD risk in relatives remained significant predictors once other forms of psychopathology in relatives were controlled. The objective of these latter analyses was to determine whether proband clinical features demonstrated some specificity to family AUD risk not accounted for other forms of psychopathology demonstrated by family members, given that the occurrence of AUDs tends to be positively related to the lifetime occurrence of other forms of psychopathology in individual cases (e.g., Caspi et al., 2014; . Fourth, we evaluated whether family risk profiles demonstrate differences in accordance with the sex of the proband. These latter analyses are exploratory.
Method Participants
The proband sample was randomly drawn from nine high schools in urban and rural communities in Western Oregon. Demographic characteristics of the sample were highly similar to corresponding regional census data, and follow-up phone contacts with nonparticipants revealed no demographic differences among participants in the number of parents present in the household, family size, parents' employment status, middle-class socioeconomic status, or race (Lewinsohn, Hops, Roberts, Seeley, & Andrews, 1993 Lewinsohn et al., 1993) . From T1 to T2, T2 to T3, and T3 to T4, retention rates for eligible probands were 88%, 85%, and 87%, respectively. A total of 816 probands were interviewed at each of the four assessment waves (59% female, 89% White, 53% married).
Around the T3 assessment, psychiatric histories were evaluated for first-degree family members of probands aged 18 years or more. Interview data for at least some first-degree family members This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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were obtained for 732 of 816 proband families (89.7%). Family members included 2,414 first-degree relatives (730 biological mothers, 719 biological fathers, 476 female siblings, 489 male siblings). For the 732 families for which at least one first-degree member participated in an interview, the mean number of family members interviewed per family was 3.30 (SD ϭ 1.15). Primary analyses performed in conjunction with this research were based on probands who participated in each of the four assessment waves and for whom at least one first-degree family member was interviewed.
Diagnostic Evaluations
Probands. During T1, T2, and T3, probands were interviewed with the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children (K-SADS) that combined Epidemiologic and Present Episode versions (Chambers et al., 1985; Orvaschel, Puig-Antich, Chambers, Tabrizi, & Johnson, 1982) . Follow-up disorder assessments at T2 and T3 also involved the administration of the Longitudinal Interval Follow-Up Evaluation (LIFE; Keller et al., 1987) that, in conjunction with the K-SADS, provided detailed information related to the presence and course of Axis I disorders since participation in the previous interview. The T4 assessment included administration of the LIFE and the Structured Clinical Interview for Axis I DSM-IV Disorders-Non-Patient Edition (SCID-NP; First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 1994) . History of adult antisocial behavior after Age 18 was assessed with the Personality Disorder Examination (PDE; Loranger, 1988) at T3 and the International PDE (Loranger et al., 1994) at T4. Diagnostic agreement among raters was good to excellent across assessment waves (range of kappa [] ϭ .56 to .89 for diagnostic categories pertinent to the present research). Agreement among raters for AUD diagnoses at T1 ( ϭ .76) and since the previous interview (s: T2 ϭ .89, T3 ϭ .69, T4 ϭ .79) was satisfactory at each assessment wave. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) corresponding to rater agreement for age (in months) of disorder onsets and offsets in instances in which both raters agreed on an index AUD episode occurrence were also satisfactory (ICCs ϭ .92 and .87 for disorder onsets and offsets, respectively). The observed (nonweighted) lifetime prevalence rate for AUDs by Age 30 among the 732 proband participants with any family data was 36.2% (45.4% and 30.0% of male and female probands, respectively).
Parents and siblings. Parents and siblings were directly interviewed unless they were not available or declined participation, in which case at least one other family member provided reports of that member's psychiatric history. Lifetime diagnostic assessments of parents and siblings were conducted with SCID-NP (First et al., 1994) , and informant assessments of lifetime disorders were obtained with the revised Family Informant Schedule and Criteria, modified for the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th ed.; DSM-IV; American Psychiatric Association, 1994; see Mannuzza & Fyer, 1990) . The best estimate method (Leckman, Sholomskas, Thompson, Belanger, & Weissman, 1982) was used for determining lifetime disorders among family members. Interdiagnostician agreement, based on independently derived best-estimate diagnoses before resolution of any discrepancies, was satisfactory for all diagnostic categories (all s Ͼ .80).
AUD classification and the computation of family density scores. For probands, diagnostic categories were evaluated in accordance with the third edition (revised) of the DSM (American Psychiatric Association, 1987) criteria at T1 and T2, and DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994) criteria at T3 and T4. Because sufficient information was collected at T1 and T2 assessments to evaluate SUD symptomatology according to DSM-IV diagnostic criteria (Rohde et al., 2007) , all substance use disorder (SUD) diagnoses inclusive of AUDs were based on DSM-IV disorder specifications.
To represent family liability for AUDs among first-degree relatives, density scores were computed according the procedures described by Milne and colleagues (2009) . A family density score was computed as the sum of all first-degree relatives who were positive for a lifetime AUD diagnosis divided by the number of relatives within a family excepting the proband, with the resulting value multiplied by 100 to denote the percentage of first-degree relatives within families that had positive AUD histories. In instances in which data were missing for a given family member, that member was excluded from the computation of the density score. The resultant distribution of family density scores was multimodal and noncontinuous. Consequently, four ordered categorical outcomes based on the range of family density score were formed. These four ordinal groups, when referencing the severity of AUD family density, were characterized as absent (0%; n ϭ 264 families), mild (10 to 33.3%; n ϭ 209 families), moderate (33.4 to 66.6%; n ϭ 139 families), and severe (66.7% to 100%; n ϭ 120 families).
In analyses controlling for relatives' histories of non-alcoholrelated psychiatric disorders and SUDs, disorder domain categories were coded as present or absent based on whether any firstdegree family member was diagnosed with any lifetime disorder within a psychopathology domain. The three psychopathological domains evaluated included (a) lifetime depressive disorder (inclusive of major depressive and dysthymic disorders), (b) lifetime anxiety disorder (inclusive of generalized anxiety disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder, simple/specific phobia, social phobia, and panic disorder), and (c) other lifetime SUDs, inclusive of cannabis, cocaine, hallucinogen, amphetamine, sedative, and opioid use disorders.
Definitions of Proband Clinical Features
Two groups of proband clinical features were evaluated as possible markers for an increased family liability for AUDs. One set consisted of features associated with probands' AUD episodes, whereas the other set included proband histories of various psychiatric disorders not directly associated with AUD episodes.
Episode recurrence refers to whether more than one discrete AUD episode was diagnosed between childhood and Age 30. For recurrence to be coded, both remission and recovery from the first AUD episode must be demonstrated. In this study, remission refers to the offset of an initial AUD episode lasting at least 1 full month but less than 12 months during which the individual no longer meets any diagnostic criteria related to the index AUD episode but may continue to use alcohol at subthreshold levels. The reemergence of the index AUD episode during the remission period was This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
regarded as a continuation of the index episode (i.e., a relapse). The resolution of the index episode, defined as a period of uninterrupted AUD remission lasting at least 12 months, was regarded as a recovery from that episode. Among the T4 proband panel, 30% of those who experienced a first AUD episode went on to experience at least one additional episode. Protracted AUD cumulative duration refers to the amount of time, in months, the proband spent in an AUD episode between childhood and Age 30. In the event of multiple AUD episodes, the duration of each episode was summed to yield a cumulative value. Research with representative and population samples indicates that AUD episodes typically have a relatively brief course, with a large majority of baseline positive cases in remission or recovery within 3 years (Boschloo et al., 2012; Dawson, Goldstein, Ruan, & Grant, 2012; de Bruijn, van den Brink, de Graaf, & Vollebergh, 2006; Hasin et al., 2011; Tuithof, Ten Have, van den Brink, Vollebergh, & de Graaf, 2013) . These findings, coupled with the observation that the 36th month corresponded to the approximate mean value (M ϭ 36.84) of the cumulative AUD episode duration variable for the T4 proband panel with lifetime AUD histories, informed our decision to code this feature as present when the cumulative duration of AUD episodes exceeded 36 months.
Adolescent AUD episode onset refers to the proband's age when the first (or index) AUD episode emerged. This feature was coded as present when the index AUD episode onset occurred before Age 18.
History of an alcohol dependence diagnosis refers to whether the proband, at any time between childhood and Age 30, was diagnosed with alcohol dependence (vs. alcohol abuse). Although studies of AUD-related symptomatology based on item response theory methods generally have found no clear distinction in the severity associated with individual abuse-and dependence-related criteria (e.g., Casey, Adamson, Shevlin, & McKinney, 2012; Saha, Chou, & Grant, 2006) , alcohol dependence often represents a more severe form of AUD primarily due to the greater number of symptoms required for diagnosis compared with alcohol abuse (Vergés, Steinley, Trull, & Sher, 2010) . The alcohol dependence diagnosis is consequently used here as a proxy for AUD disorder severity.
Treatment utilization refers to whether therapeutic services were sought or psychotropic medications prescribed and used by the proband during any AUD episode diagnosed prior to Age 30. Therapy participation was coded as present if the proband received at least one session of mental health consultation offered by a range of providers (e.g., psychologist, psychiatrist, school counselor, clergy) in any setting (e.g., inpatient, outpatient).
Lifetime history of a nonalcohol SUD was coded as present if the proband met diagnostic criteria for any SUD other than an AUD between childhood and Age 30. This category includes the abuse or dependence of cannabis, cocaine, amphetamines, hallucinogens, inhalants, opioids, and sedatives.
History of a disruptive behavior disorder prior to Age 18 was coded as present when the proband met diagnostic criteria for attention-deficit hyperactive disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, or conduct disorder during childhood or adolescence.
History of adult antisocial behavior after Age 18 and prior to Age 30 refers to the propensity to engage in disruptive behavior in adulthood. In DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994), diagnostic criteria for ASPD include a childhood history of conduct disorder. To separately evaluate the contributions of significant disruptive behavior during adulthood, we considered only threshold levels or greater of adult antisocial behavior (ASPD Criterion A in DSM-IV) after Age 18 (ASPD Criterion B) and prior to Age 30 when coding this variable.
History of an anxiety disorder was defined by the diagnosis of any of the following disorders prior to Age 30: separation anxiety, simple/specific phobia, generalized anxiety, obsessivecompulsive, panic, agoraphobia without panic, posttraumatic stress, and social phobia.
History of a depressive disorder refers to the diagnosis of either dysthymia or major depressive disorder prior to Age 30.
Study Design and Data Analyses
This study utilized a "bottom-up" family study design (PuigAntich, 1980; Weissman, 1990) , in which the focus is on affected and nonaffected offspring and the observance of the corresponding condition among other first-degree family members. In the present research, a child within a family (i.e., the proband) was treated as the reference case when evaluating the familiality of AUD and when estimating associations that specific clinical features expressed by the proband had with an overall family liability for AUDs.
Ordinal univariate and multivariate regression analyses were used to evaluate associations between proband AUD histories (present vs. absent; independent variable) with ordered groups based on AUD family density scores among first-degree relatives (dependent variable) for the entire sample of probands with at least some family interview data (n ϭ 732). This method was also used to evaluate associations between clinical features (independent variables) with ordinal groups of AUD family density scores (dependent variable) in the subsample of probands with family data and an AUD history (n ϭ 265). In conjunction with these analyses, proportional odds ratios were reported to characterize the magnitude of association between a unit increase in independent variables and the odds of progressing to the next ordered category of the dependent variable. A sequential multivariate ordinal regression analysis was used to evaluate the unique contributions of individual clinical features after adjusting for shared variance with other features in the model. Variables identified as trend-level or statistically significant from this analysis were subsequently evaluated as predictors of AUD family density ordinal groups following the control other forms of family psychopathology. Tests of sex moderation involved the sequential entry of sex followed by all Sex ϫ Clinical Feature two-way interactions after main effects associated with clinical features had been controlled.
Results

Comparisons Between Probands With Complete, Partial, and Absent Family Interview Data
Among the T4 proband panel (n ϭ 816), interview data for all first-degree family members were available for 490 families (60.0%). Of the remaining proband families, 242 (29.7%) had interview data available for some family members but missing interview data for one or more members. Among these latter families, interview data were available for 62% of all first-degree This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
relatives within families (SD ϭ 0.17). No family interview data were available for 84 probands (10.3%) because relatives were either unavailable or declined participation.
To evaluate potential biases associated with missing family interview data, two sets of comparisons were performed: (a) probands with complete or partial family interview data versus probands with no family interview data, and (b) probands with complete family interview data versus probands with partial family interview data (see Table 1 ). When probands with any family interview data were compared with those with no family interview data, no significant differences were observed. When probands with complete family interview data were compared with those with partial family interview data, the former group had significantly higher rates of living in a dual-parent household at T1 (62.9% vs. 38.4%, respectively) and at least one parent with a college degree by T2 (47.0% vs. 35.0%, respectively).
Risk for AUDs in First-Degree Relatives as a Function of Proband AUD History
Familiality for AUDs was examined by evaluating the association of proband AUD history with the density of AUDs in firstdegree relatives when referenced as four ordered severity categories: absent (36.1%), mild (28.6%), moderate (19.0%), and severe (16.4%). A significant effect for proband AUD history was observed (odds ratio [OR] 
Proband Clinical Features in the Prediction of AUD Risk Among First-Degree Relatives: Univariate Analyses
In analyses of clinical features, only data from probands with lifetime AUD histories and with any family data were included. Table 2 provides descriptive statistics for, and intercorrelations among, AUD-related clinical features, and Table 3 lists the significance of these features as predictors of AUD family density scores when evaluated separately in univariate analyses. AUD episode recurrence, protracted AUD cumulative duration, adolescent AUD onset, and histories of alcohol dependence, nonalcohol SUDs, disruptive behavior disorders, anxiety disorders, and depressive disorders were each significantly and positively related to AUD family density ordered categories. Effects corresponding to treatment utilization were trend-level (ps Ͻ .08) and in the expected direction. No clinical features significantly interacted with sex in the prediction of AUD family density (all ps Ͼ .137).
Aggregated Proband Clinical Features in the Prediction of AUD Risk Among First-Degree Relatives
The nine clinical features that demonstrated trend-level or statistically significant univariate associations with AUD family density (see Table 3 ) were summed to denote a composite family risk clinical profile based on the number of proband clinical features manifest. Sums of proband clinical features approximated a continuous distribution of values (M ϭ 3.34, SD ϭ 2.07, range ϭ 0 -8, skew ϭ 0.43, kurtosis ϭ 0.59). An ordinal regression model was subsequently performed to evaluate whether the sum of clinical features demonstrated a significant association with the AUD family density ordered categories. A statistically significant effect was observed (estimate ϭ .261, standard error [SE] ϭ .056, p Ͻ .001, OR ϭ 1.30, 95% CI [1.18, 1.42]). For each single unit increase in the sum of clinical features, there was a corresponding 30% increase in the log odds of transitioning into a more severe AUD family density ordered category. Figure 1 shows the estimated predicted probabilities derived from the ordinal regression model for the association between the AUD family density ordered categories and the sums of clinical features.
Unique Proband Clinical Features in the Prediction of AUD Risk Among First-Degree Relatives: Multivariate Analyses
To isolate unique effects associated with AUD-specific and nonspecific clinical features, statistically significant and trendlevel univariate predictors were evaluated in a sequential multivariate ordinal regression model (see Table 4 ). AUD-specific clinical features were entered in the first variable block, with episode recurrence (p ϭ .035) being the only significant unique predictor and alcohol dependence (vs. abuse) demonstrating a trend-level effect (p ϭ .079). When AUD nonspecific clinical features were entered in the second block, AUD episode recurrence was reduced to a trend-level predictor (p ϭ .054), with history of an anxiety disorder (p ϭ .024) being the only significant unique predictor among the nonspecific clinical features. No significant Sex ϫ Clinical Feature interactions were observed with AUD family density (all ps Ͼ .115).
Specificity of Proband Clinical Features in the Prediction of AUD Family Density
In a final set of analyses, we evaluated whether the trend-level and statistically significant clinical features from the full multivariate model (i.e., episode recurrence and anxiety disorder history; see Table 4 , Block 2) remained significantly associated with AUD family density after control of other forms of family psychopathology. When relatives' histories pertaining to the three psycho-1 Because of the possibility that siblings younger than the proband but aged 18 years or older had not fully passed through the greatest risk period for index AUD onset, we repeated this analysis with younger siblings excluded. Findings from the analysis (OR ϭ 1.57, 95% CI [1.19, 2.06], p ϭ .001) were very similar to those obtained when AUD family density scores were based on all first-degree relatives aged 18 years or older. Consequently, the computation of family density scores in the analyses that follow are based on all available first-degree relatives aged at least 18 years. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
pathology domains were entered into the same sequential multivariate model, each of the three domains emerged as significant predictors of AUD family density (see Block 1 of Table 5 ). When the probands' trend-level and statistically significant clinical features were introduced into the second variable block, only AUD episode recurrence continued to have a significant unique association with AUD family density (see Block 2 of Table 5 ). This latter finding indicates that AUD episode recurrence continues to have a unique association with AUD family density even after the control of a broad spectrum of family-based psychopathology.
Discussion
After finding a significant association between AUD family density scores and proband AUD history, we examined which clinical features displayed by probands with AUD histories were associated with elevated rates of AUDs among first-degree relatives. Clinical features evaluated included those that are specific to AUD episodes as well as those that, although not directly related to AUD episodes, may serve markers of a broad liability associated with a familial form of AUD.
Univariate analyses revealed several proband clinical features that demonstrated statistically significant or trend-level associations with the severity of AUD density among first-degree relatives, including AUD episode recurrence, protracted AUD cumulative duration, adolescent onset of index AUD episode, and histories of alcohol dependence, treatment utilization during an AUD episode, a nonalcohol SUD, a disruptive behavior disorder during childhood or adolescence, an anxiety disorder, and a depressive disorder. These clinical features, when summed, demonstrated a significant association with the severity of AUD family density. Together, these findings suggest that AUD disorder severity, poorer AUD course indicators, and lifetime psychiatric comorbidities are markers for a more familial form of AUD. Significant and trend-level clinical features from univariate analyses were subsequently evaluated for their unique contributions to the prediction of AUD family densities in a multivariate ordinal regression model. Findings from this analysis indicated that AUD episode recurrence and history of an anxiety disorder were uniquely related to AUD family density at the level of statistical significance or trend once shared variance with other proband clinical features was controlled.
We then demonstrated that non-alcohol-related psychopathology domains experienced among first-degree family members were significantly and highly related to AUD family density. These findings replicate and extend previous observations that psychopathology among first-degree relatives enhances AUD risk This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
among its members (Kendler et al., 2015) , and imply that the development of AUDs is, for some, influenced by multiple factors related to processes that increase familial vulnerabilities to a broad range of psychiatric disorders (Caspi et al., 2014; Vanyukov et al., 2012) . Following the control of these family psychopathology domains in a multivariate analysis, proband AUD episode recurrence demonstrated specificity associated with AUD family risk not accounted for by other forms of family-based psychopathology. AUD episode recurrence has been previously noted to be an especially important clinical feature when estimating AUD family This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
risk (Kendler et al., 2016; Milne et al., 2009) , an observation further supported in the present research. As noted earlier, however, remission or recovery from an earlier AUD episode was not established in the Kendler et al. (2016) and Milne et al. (2009) studies, a necessary feature for determining episode offset and the subsequent onset of a new episode. A better understanding of clinical features associated with AUDs and their associations with familial risk can enhance theoretical models of AUD development and aid future research that seeks to identify transmissible mechanisms within families. Distinct clinical features that demonstrate significant familiality in representative, twin, high-risk, and treatment samples, for example, can suggest AUD phenotypes for use in genetic linkage and association studies. Similarly, profiles of clinical features associated with an enhanced risk for the family transmission of AUDs might suggest comparison groups for neuroimaging and other studies that seek to identify the biological underpinnings of AUDs. Clinical features associated directly or indirectly with AUDs that also predict a family liability for AUDs can additionally inform future refinements in diagnostic criteria. AUDs in standard nomenclatures such as the DSM are defined by a heterogeneous set of symptoms or features that have problematic alcohol use in common. Symptoms or features aligned with a familial form of AUDs can be singled out and incorporated into the phenotypic definition of a more transmittable form of the disorder.
Although the present study has strengths, there are some noteworthy limitations that must be considered. First, the diversity of the sample, although representative of the ethnic and racial distributions of the region sampled, is limited. Second, complete or partial family interview data were available for a large proportion of the probands (90%); however, at least some interview data were not collected for one or more members in about one third of the families. Although family members' participation in the lifetime interview was not significantly related to proband AUD history status, families with partial data were less stable (i.e., more likely to be single-parent households) and the parents less educated when compared with families with complete lifetime data. Earlier studies have indicated that the risk for AUDs is greater among persons with less education and who experience greater family instability (Waldron, Bucholz, Lynskey, Madden, & Heath, 2013) . Consequently, stronger associations between proband AUDs and proband clinical features with AUD family density might have been observed if complete interview data were available for those families for which only partial data were obtained. Third, AUD in this research was represented as a binary diagnostic category inclusive of alcohol abuse and dependence as defined in DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994) . Future research of this type might consider distinguishing proband AUD episodes in terms of their severity and conducting analyses based on severity categories. DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
2013), for example, proposes a severity gradient based on the number of AUD symptoms endorsed (i.e., 2 to 3 ϭ mild, 4 to 5 ϭ moderate, 6 or more ϭ severe). Fourth, the present research utilized a bottom-up study design, due in part to the availability of detailed longitudinal data on AUD episodes and their course for the proband sample. Elements of this type of study design have been previously used in landmark family studies of alcohol-related problems, such as the Collaborative Study on the Genetics of Alcoholism (Bierut et al., 1998; Nurnberger et al., 2004 ) that sought to identify and map genes associated with an increased familial risk for various AUD phenotypes. This type of design has also been used in earlier investigations of clinical features associated with familial forms of AUD (Kendler et al., 2016; Milne et al., 2009 ). Alternative study designs or statistical methods, however, are also potentially applicable to the evaluation of the types of research questions investigated in this report. These include "top down" designs in which the focus is on characteristics of parents in relation to offspring risk. Data-driven statistical approaches such as cluster or principal component analyses might also suggest familial risk-related phenotypes based on the strength of associations among clinical features. Such approaches would be particularly useful when evaluating large sets of features culminating in the identification of coherent phenotypes that, in turn, could be examined in relation to AUD risk within families. The identification of clinical features associated with AUDs and their associations with familial risk can enhance theoretical models of AUD development and aid future research that seeks to identify transmissible mechanisms within families. Future research similar to that presented here might investigate sources that promote the emergence of the clinical features identified in this and other studies linked to an increased risk for AUDs within families.
